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Introduction

This guide for assessing the effectiveness of civil society networks is based on the findings of a 
study carried out in the Mekong region, the Congo Basin and West Africa in 2021. It was conducted 
by RECOFTC, the Field Legality Advisory Group (FLAG) and the Centre for International 
Development and Training (CIDT) of the University of Wolverhampton. 

The study captured the perspectives of representatives from 14 networks of environmental civil 
society organizations (CSOs), as well as the views of external stakeholders, including 
representatives from government agencies, international non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) and donors. The study revealed six effectiveness criteria, as well as seven internal and 
four external factors that influence the effectiveness of civil society networks. 

This guide is designed to help civil society networks conduct a participatory self-assessment to 
evaluate their effectiveness and identify areas for improvement. It could also be useful to 
international NGOs and other institutions interested in assessing collaborating with CSO networks.
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• Cohesion

• Governance

• Communication

• Active participation

• Expertise

• Capacity building

• Support from 
  other networks

• Safe environment

• Recognition by 
   external stakeholders

Effectivesness 
criteria

Internal factors

External
factors

• Funding

• Impact

• Inclusion
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 1. Ability of the network to achieve goals and expected impact
   • Does your network have a clear set of objectives?
   • Is the network able to achieve these objectives?
   • Does the network attain tangible results in line with the set objectives?
   • Have there been positive changes triggered by your network?

Assessment questions for scoring

This guide presents criteria and factors that influence the effectiveness of CSO networks. Begin 
the assessment by gathering network members together to discuss the questions listed under 
each criteria and factor. 

To ensure the assessment is as inclusive as possible, we recommend it is carried out by all or 
a large representation of network members, including a fair representation of women and 
minority groups. Network members may also choose to involve partners or others in the 
discussions to carry out the assessment. 

Following the discussion, and upon agreement, provide a single score for each factor. Use a scale 
of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest level of performance and 5 being the highest. Mark your scores 
on the table provided in the section Assessment results table.

Criteria and internal factors that determine or influence network effectiveness

Notes:

Impact

Select score
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1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest
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 2. Level of cohesion and unity among network members
  • Do the members work together to increase the group’s influence?
  • Do members jointly raise concerns?
  • Does the network provide the support its members need?
  • Is there a good link between members at national level and members at local level? 
  • Are the members conveying the same messages to external audiences?
  • How easy or difficult is it to reach a common agreement among members?
  • Is there any form of competition or conflict among members?

Cohesion

Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest
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 3. Adequate internal communication and sharing of information
  • Does the network use mechanisms to equally share knowledge 
             and information at all levels?
  • Does the network communicate information, including about its decisions, 
             in a transparent manner?
  • Does the network have a mailing list, website or social media channels 
             with which it regularly shares information?
  • Do members listen to each other and respect diverse opinions?
  • Does the network regularly convene to share information and discuss issues?

Communication

8

Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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 4. Capacity to secure and adequately manage the required resources
  • Is the network able to raise and sustain sufficient funding to perform its mandate?
  • Can the network achieve and sustain its financial autonomy?
  • Is the network using its financial resources and assets in a wise manner?
  • Do members contribute to securing funding for the network?
  • Does the network have a business development strategy?

Funding (internal)

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Select score

Notes:
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1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Select score

Notes:

 5. Level of representation and inclusion of historically underrepresented minorities
  • Are members able to help ensure the concerns of local communities 
            are heard and valued?
  • Does the network promote gender equality and the empowerment of women?
  • Does the network try to equally involve and empower all network members?
  • Does the network apply a gender and social inclusion policy or strategy?

Inclusion
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Governance

 6. Suitable structure and governance mechanisms
  • Are members satisfied with the leadership of the network?
  • Does the network have a strong and inclusive coordination body?
  • Does the network’s structure provide for adequate functioning 
             and equal participation?
  • Do members have and respect clear roles and responsibilities?
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Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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 7. Commitment and motivation of network members
  • Are members active and contributing to the initiatives promoted by the network?
  • Do members propose new initiatives and adapt to the changing context?
  • Do members prioritize achieving the objectives of the network over pursuing 
             their own objectives?

Active participation
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1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Select score

Notes:

Assessment questions for scoring
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 8. Knowledge and expertise
  • Are members providing diverse and complementary expertise?
  • Is the network able to source additional external expertise when required?
  • Are members able to increase their knowledge and expertise over time?
  • Is the network able to compete and retain its most qualified members, 
             or is there frequent turnover?

Expertise

13

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Select score

Notes:

Assessment questions for scoring
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 9. Meaningful learning opportunities
  • Does the network invest in research and analysis or other opportunities 
             to generate knowledge and information?
  • Does the network promote the capacity building of its members?
  • Are members able to learn from each other’s expertise?
  • Is the network able to create spaces of dialogue and opportunities for learning?
 

Capacity building
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Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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External factors that influence network effectiveness

 10. Favorable and safe environment for the network to act
  • How risky is it for members to publicly raise issues and concerns?
  • How safe is it for members to carry out other activities?
  • Are there issues important to the network that can’t be discussed in public forums?
  • Would raising politically sensitive issues have negative repercussions?

Safe environment
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Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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 11. Reciprocal support and collaboration among CSO networks
  • Do members also participate in other networks?
  • Does the network collaborate or exchange information with other relevant networks?
  • Does the network invite representatives from other CSO networks 
               to attend events or meetings?

Support from other networks

16

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Select score

Notes:

Assessment questions for scoring
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 12. Funding opportunities
  • How diverse are the network’s funding sources (donors, NGOs, government and 
   private funding)?
  • How secure is funding (amount, type of funding, number of years and potential for a   
   renewal of projects)?
  • Are the funding opportunities for CSO networks stable, shrinking or expanding?
  • Does the network develop and maintain good relationships with funders?
  • Do you envisage new funding opportunities in the near future?

Funding (external)

17

Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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 13. Appreciation and respect by other stakeholders
  • Is the network formally recognized by the government?
  • Does the government regularly invite representatives from the network 
              to attend public consultations of multi-stakeholder forums?
  • Does the network have to obey any government restrictions or scrutiny?
  • Does the network benefit from recognition and appreciation 
               by other stakeholders (communities, authorities, donors, international NGOs, 
               media and the private sector)?

Recognition
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Select score

Notes:

1 2 3 4 5
Lowest Highest

Assessment questions for scoring
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Assessment results table

Mark your scores on the table below. You will then have an overview of how members  perceive 
the effectiveness of your network. 

Any areas that received a low score of 1 or 2 should be considered problematic. The network 
should create a plan to monitor and improve these areas. In question 10, a low score indicates 
safety and a high score indicates an unsafe environment. Your network would need to develop 
appropriate strategies to monitor and improve this area.

Criteria and factors determining network 
effectiveness

"Mark (X) your score 1 to 5 
(1 = lowest score and 5 = highest score)"

1 2 3 4 5

1. Ability of the network to achieve goals 
 and expected impact

2. Level of cohesion and unity among network members

3. Adequate internal communication 
 and sharing of information

4. Capacity to secure and adequately manage 
 the required resources

5. Level of representation and inclusion 
 of historically underrepresented minorities

6. Suitable structure and governance mechanisms

7. Commitment and motivation of network members

8. Knowledge and expertise

9. Meaningful learning opportunities

10. Favorable and safe environment 
   for the network to act

11. Reciprocal support and collaboration 
   among CSO networks

12. Funding opportunities

13. Appreciation and respect by other stakeholders
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